India Inks Deal to Build 8
ASW Vessels
IMDEX Debut for New Israeli
Patrol Vessel
Saab Eyes Asian Market

IMDEX to Showcase Asia's Maritime
Prowess

Republic of Singapore Navy Growing in
Strength

The 12th edition of IMDEX Asia high-lights
the continued importance of maritime
strategy for the Asia Pacific region.
Singapore, which is located next to the
South China Sea...

The Republic of Singapore Navy (RSN) is
acquiring new capabilities and advanced
next-generation platforms and remains a
small but highly sophisticated and welltrained maritime force.

Leonardo Highlights Naval Domain
Capability

Nexter to Showcase the NARWHAL at
IMDEX

Leonardo will showcase a wide range of
maritime offerings in the defence domain
at IMDEX and the company considers the
Asia Pacific region as a key market for
future growth.

French artillery systems and ammunition
specialist Nexter Systems will display a
range of its products suited for maritime
operations at IMDEX, as the company looks
for further growth...

DSIT Unveils New Solution
Against Under Water
Threats

IAI Offers ASW Capable UAVs

Indonesia Inks BT-3F APC Buy

To meet the growing need from maritime
operators that call for integration of antisubmarine capabilities on marine
Unmanned Aerial Vehicles (UAVs), Israel
Aerospace Industries (IAI)...

Indonesia has become the first export
customer for the Russian BMP-3F Armoured
Personnel Carrier (APC), following the
conclusion of a contract between JSC
Rosoboronexport...

Rafael Proposes Multi-Layer Maritime
Defence

Exclusive Interview: Leck Chet Lam

Israeli defence firm, Rafael Advanced
Defence Systems Ltd, will offer a range of
well-proven maritime technologies at
IMDEX 2019. The company will showcase a
360° multi-layer nava defence...

The biennial IMDEX Asia naval show has
emerged as an important event in the
global naval and maritime security
calendar. The 6th edition of the show
features numerous new initiatives...
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